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Abstract. Children of the 21st century grow up in a world full of information
and technology. Education should equip them with useful skills and competen‐
cies, allowing them to actively and eﬀectively take part in a globalised society.
Teachers feel the need for educational tools that support innovative teaching. To
this end, this paper describes the development of The Diorama Project. This series
of trans-disciplinary workshops combines familiar subjects, like language and art,
with new topics such as programming and electronics, to foster valuable skills
and knowledge in a more fun and tangible way. Pupils team up to write, record
and tinker a story. Programmable electronics let their theatre plays come alive.
An open source platform provides all the information for teachers to organise the
workshops by themselves. They can use it to share their experience and knowl‐
edge with colleagues worldwide.
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1 Introduction
Recent years has seen a renewed focus on skills such as critical thinking and reasoning
as part of education, so called 21st Century skills. While they are perhaps not new (Will‐
ingham 2010), they can be viewed as newly important (Silva 2009). Yet, despite renewed
focus, according to the World Economic Forum (2015) all too often pupils are not
attaining the essential skills they need to prosper in this century. Providing teachers with
ready-to-use educational tools, is necessary to tackle this problem (Mataric et al. 2007;
Thijs et al. 2014).
While the industrial society of the last century aimed at mass consumption focusing
on motorization (Masuda 1980), modern society can be viewed as a ‘knowledge society’
(Anderson 2008; Dede 2010; Halász and Michel 2011) which refers to economic systems
where ideas or knowledge function as commodities (Anderson 2008). Beside dynamic
changes in the types of jobs demanded in the knowledge society (Reich 1991), we also
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face the challenge to educate young people for jobs that don’t exist yet (Dede 2010;
Voogt and Roblin 2012).
The World Economic Forum (2015) proposed 16 skills, grouped into three broad
categories (Foundational Literacies, Competencies and Character Qualities, see Fig. 1).
21st Century Skills can be added as new subjects or new content within traditional
subjects. However, most of them are not directly linked to a specific field but relevant
across many fields.
Fig. 1. 21st Century skills, according to the world economic forum (2015)
1.1 Learning Through Playing
To engage pupils, especially children, the inclusion of play in the learning process can
be helpful. By combining what children learn and what they do for fun, exciting learning
experiences can occur (Johnson and Thomas 2010). Children develop creative thinking
techniques that are important to many fields, but particularly useful for learning science
and engineering (Mcgrath and Brown 2005). Ferrari, Cachia and Puni (2009) have
identified that creativity and innovation have strong links with knowledge and learning.
Creativity is seen as an essential skill that leads to knowledge creation and the construc‐
tion of personal meaning
Tangible mediums as learning tools also benefit the learning process. Resnick (2006)
found that familiar objects used in unfamiliar ways can spark children’s interest in
learning new subject matter. They let children use food as musical instruments, for
example, to explore the resistance of diﬀerent substances. Children were more comfort‐
able experimenting and exploring while playing with familiar materials. At the same
time, they were more triggered when unexpected things happened with these objects.
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1.2 The Role of Technology
Most 21st century competencies can either be supported or enhanced by information
and communications technologies (ICT) (Ananiadou and Claro 2009). The use of tech‐
nology can also expand children’s understanding of traditional school subjects, such as
literacy, science and mathematics. Besides enhancing learning experiences, technolo‐
gies can foster innovative teaching (Roschelle et al. 2000). It gives teachers the oppor‐
tunity to reconsider how courses and learning activities are organized (Blumenfeld et al.
1991; Beetham and Sharpe 2013).
Multimedia, such as video and animation can be used during class to explain compli‐
cated concepts. The purpose of technology is to facilitate learning, but ICT and other
technological mediums can only be relevant when they are used as learning tools, and
not just for the sake of using technology (Niess 2005). Further, technology will only
enhance the learning experience when it suits the age and the proficiency level of the
pupils.
The implementation of new competencies and new education strategies, but also the
use of technology in the classroom, can be major challenges for teachers (Niess 2005).
To engage in this educational change, teachers need to feel competent and value what
they are teaching (Blumenfeld et al. 1991; Ananiadou and Claro 2009). They should
spend suﬃcient time on supporting their pupils and are also expected to have mastered
all the skills and knowledge themselves (Gordon et al. 2009). To bring these theories
into practice, teachers should be supported with educational tools (Mataric et al. 2007;
Thijs et al. 2014).
An emerging approach for teaching 21st Century Skills is STEAM (Ge et al. 2015),
explained by Yakman as (2008) “Science and Technology interpreted through Engi‐
neering & the Arts, all understood with elements of Mathematics”. Art broadens pupils’
horizon, stimulates them to imagine the impossible and follow their intuition, and is
crucial to support STEM skills (Tarnoﬀ 2010). As noted by Peppler (2013), STEAM-
powered education can additionally play a role to correct the gender balance currently
present in engineering disciplines (Barnard et al. 2012).
Most children decide whether to choose a STEM related career before the age of 14,
based on early experiences (Tytler et al. 2008). Functional and educational toolsets
developed for pupils and teachers, can be of great support for educators to foster early
interest in STEM related disciplines.
A child’s learning process especially benefits from interaction with tangible objects.
Lego Education WeDo 2.0 (Lego Education 2017) and littleBits (2017) are two popular
education tools to bring STEAM subjects – especially electronics and coding – in
primary schools.
2 Introducing: The Diorama Project
To address the challenges of introducing 21st Century Skills in the classroom, with an
emphasis on art and creativity, we introduce the Diorama Project, a series of transdis‐
ciplinary workshops where familiar subjects, like languages and art, are combined with
new topics such as programming and electronics. The overall goal of the workshop is
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to make a table top mini-theatre (see Fig. 2), using a construction kit with four empty
stages. Three to five pupils collaborate to create a mini-theatre play by building the mini-
theatre (engineering), writing a script, recording it (spoken word, ICT) and tinkering
with the stages, props and characters (visual art, engineering). Finally, with Microduino
mCookie’s programmable modules (Microduino Studio) they can let their theatre plays
come alive (technology, math).
Fig. 2. Example of a mini-theatre
The project thus integrates many of the 21st century skills described by WEF (2015).
Critical thinking, creativity, communication and collaboration are strongly encouraged.
Besides, a long-term project also requires pupils to show persistence, leadership and
take initiative to reach their goal. Teachers choose when their Diorama Project starts
and ends, spreading it over an entire month or one week. An open source platform
provides them with all the information to organize the workshops by themselves, or they
can ask help of people familiar with computer science and programming.
For this project Microduino mCookie smart modules are used to control the mini-
theatre. Children can program these modules with Blocky4Arduino. This is a web-based,
visual programming application for Arduino developed by Ingegno. The visual interface
is colourful, easy to use and accessible for children of all programming levels.
In the following section, we discuss the overall development process of the Diorama
Project, followed by our main lessons learned.
3 Developing the Diorama Project
The experience of children with early versions of the Diorama kit took a central place
in its development. The product can only become functional and satisfying when users
are involved throughout the whole process of designing. Therefore, user centred
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workshops were organized frequently during the entire design of the tangible medium
and the content development of the project.
In total, four iterative and interactive workshops were conducted during the design
process. The goal of the workshops was to identify any usability problems, and deter‐
mine the participant’s satisfaction while building their mini-theatre.
Nearly 40 children were involved during the development of the project. In total,
participants developed 10 diﬀerent mini-theatres. After workshop 2 and 4 the partici‐
pants were asked to fill in a questionnaire. Questions centred around what pupils found
challenging, what they learned or their experience with various aspects of designing the
theatre, such as programming or scripting the dialogue.
Every workshop was observed to make continuous improvements on the mini-theatre
prototypes, programming platform, project plan and activities. Below we provide a brief
overview of each workshop.
Workshop 1: Ten children from 10 to 12 years old participated. In teams of 3 to 4
members, the children gathered information about their topic, tinkered the stages of the
mini-theatre and recorded the text. They were introduced to the Arduino IDE. Finally,
they gave a presentation with their mini-theatre for their parents and siblings.
Workshop 2: A mini-theatre project was organised with the 5th grade (age 10–11) of
a local primary school. Ten girls and eleven boys took part in a workshop of three hours.
They made teams of four to five members. The teacher asked each group to think of a
fictive story for their mini-theatre. She led the story writing activity. Next, the children
did sound recording and tinkering under the supervision of the designer. Programming
would be done in a later workshop.
Workshop 3: A small class of 6th graders (age 11–13) was invited for a mini-theatre
workshop at the local library. The workshop covered an entire school day (5 h). Four
girls and three boys took part. The children were asked to base their story on a book that
they could choose from the library. Since the time was limited they were suggested to
choose a picture book. They went through all activities of the project, including
programming with a new visual programming platform.
Workshop 4: A final workshop was organised with the same group of children that
took part in user workshop 2. The main focus of this workshop was programming with
the new visual programming platform. Each group could use one laptop. The workshop
lasted for three hours again. The teams also continued tinkering their mini-theatres in
this workshop. The project ended with a final presentation of all mini-theatres.
4 Results and Discussion
After every workshop, changes were made to the design of the mini-theatre. The first
mini-theatre was a simple cardboard construction with a servo motor under the stages.
Later, two gears were added and diﬀerent materials were used. Only some minor changes
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were made to the design of the cardboard stages. Children enjoyed that they could take
the stages apart while tinkering.
Our workshops illustrate that the project has the most value when it is organised in
multiple sessions over several weeks. In this case, children can reflect on their work
during the process of making it. They can still make adjustments before the project is
finished. Our interviews with participants show that the Diorama Project works best in
a storytelling context. Children can invent their own story, tell a fairy tale or remake a
book; the possibilities are endless. Sound recording is a rather unusual activity for
schools, but children think it is a great thing to do. While they are using the computer
in a purposeful way, they practice speaking skills, empathise with their character and
gain self-confidence.
Tinkering the stages of the mini-theatre is by far children’s favourite part of the
project. It requires teamwork and stimulates spatial thinking, which are both important
skills for working in technology and engineering contexts. Crafting supplies, like recy‐
cled materials and little household items of all shapes, can encourage creativity.
Observations showed that children struggled with the syntax of Arduino’s C-based
programming language. To meet the needs of the mini-theatre project, new visual blocks
were developed for the visual programming platform Blockly4Arduino (Ingegno). As a
result, the project stimulates logical thinking without the hassle of forgetting semicolons
or brackets.
Literacy is another major component of the project. By inventing a story for their
mini-theatre, children enrich their vocabulary, improve writing and communication
skills and stimulate their imagination. It encourages pupils to collaborate and share ideas,
concepts and experiences. Also, research has shown that girls show more interest in
learning computer programming when it is used for the purpose of storytelling (Kelleher
and Pausch 2007).
Currently, a gender diﬀerence is often noticed in STEM disciplines. Boys are more
familiar with construction toys (like LEGO), cars, robots and science topics (Rogers and
Portsmore 2004). LEGO is commonly used in engineering classes and many educational
tools for programming are robots. As a result, boys feel more confident and courageous
when taking part in STEM activities. The mini-theatre concept has another approach;
both boys and girls have written and listened to stories before. They also have taken part
in tinkering and crafting activities since kindergarten. By doing so, this project strives
to be gender equal and stimulate both boys and girls to take part actively during the
whole process of making.
Finally, a STEAM project should be fun. The mini-theatre fosters imagination and
creativity of children. By storyboarding, sound recording, tinkering and programming,
every group will finish with a unique product that reflects their personality and abilities.
After all, learning valuable skills and competencies, is the project’s goal, but showing
a magnificent theatre play is the ultimate goal of children.
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5 The Diorama Kit
To organise the workshops a supporting kit was developed. Each team of three to five
pupils uses one Diorama Kit, including
– instruction booklets for every activity;
– a microphone for the sound recording activity;
– Microduino mCookie modules;
– all the building parts to assemble the mini-theatre.
The mini-theatre is a modular building kit giving children the freedom to build and
rebuild many diﬀerent constructions for their theatre. All parts of the kit are 3D printed
with PLA or laser cut of 3 mm PMMA sheets. Since many materials, such as plywood,
MDF and cardboard, are available in 3 mm, pupils and teachers can create extra parts
by themselves to enhance their mini-theatres.
The kit is designed in such a way that the four stages can also be replaced by either
two or three stages. The stages are not included in the diorama kit. Children can cut them
out of cardboard sheets by themselves. Hence, teachers can reuse the diorama kits as
many times as they want.
Furthermore, all the production files are open source. Schools, workshop organisers
and makers worldwide can use a laser cutter or other production techniques - even a
cutter knife and some patience will work - to make the mini-theatre by themselves. They
can easily make adjustments or use other electronic modules as well.
Although teachers are free to plan the workshops according to their own schedule,
our results show that it is recommended to follow the order given below.
Story writing starts with a brainstorm about all types of stories that children could tell.
Which stories do they enjoy listening to? Have they ever seen a theatre play? Can famous
stories be changed? Whatever they can imagine, they can write. Next, each team chooses
one story from the brainstorm for their mini-theatre. They learn about storyboarding and
the basic elements of a story’s structure. Finally, they write the script of their story. The
activity takes 1,5 h.
Storyboarding: Before they start tinkering, every team takes a look at their script and
storyboard again. Together, they make a plan, so everybody knows what each member
is going to make. Ideally, this is done a few days before the tinkering activity, in case
pupils want to bring extra crafting supplies for their mini-theatre. The teams can tinker
for about two hours, but the stages shouldn’t be finished yet after this activity.
Sound recording: This workshop starts by listening to audio clips of theatre plays,
animation films, stories and dialogues. Pupils hear that some character have diﬀerent
voices, temper and dialects. This is the art of spoken word and voice acting. It is impor‐
tant that children learn to empathise with their character and use intonation while
speaking. After short practice, they can record their play with a voice recording appli‐
cation. This activity should take no longer than 1,5 h.
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Tinkering: Since they have already written and recorded their stories, pupils have a
better understanding of what they want to make. As they continue tinkering, they can
implement new ideas, adjust and improve what they had made, and give feedback to
their classmates. They should finish all stages at the end of this workshop (1,5 h) (see
Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. A pupil during the tinkering activity
Programming: Everything is ready, now they only have to bring it alive with the elec‐
tronic modules. First, the children follow the instructions to get familiar with the
programming interface. By doing this, they will end up with a basic diorama that can
rotate and play sound. Next, they can choose from a list of features to add light, more
buttons or extra sounds. By following specific instructions, every group enhances their
theatre play with unique features. This activity will take at least three hours, but
depending on the interest of the pupils and the time the teacher can give, the workshop
can be extended.
Presentation: Each team presents their play to their classmates and teacher. Classmates
get the chance to provide useful feedback.
Filming and video editing: After the presentations, this optional workshop can be
added. The children can use a camera or phone to film their play. Next, they use a simple
video editor, to enrich their story with text, visual and sound eﬀects, or adjust volume
and brightness. Ultimately, the video is sent to the diorama platform and shared on the
school website.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
The Diorama Project is a series of seven transdisciplinary workshops in which children
learn the basics of coding electronics, practise teamwork skills and spatial thinking. Four
workshops with nearly 40 children, led to a project that not only supports STEAM
disciplines, but many 21st Century skills.
Additionally, it triggers their imagination while they use writing and speaking
competencies in a fun and meaningful way. Gender equality is one of the project’s
strengths, since it starts from storytelling and crafting – activities that both boys and
girls are familiar with. The Diorama Project is open source available for every educator
or maker worldwide. All information for teachers is easily accessible on the Diorama
Github1 page.
While the current version of the project is the result of several workshops with end-
users, including qualitative interviews about pupils’ experience with using the product,
further work could see the testing of skills retention when using the Diorama Project for
teaching STEAM.
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